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“The
missionaries
ordered
villagers to
destroy all
headdresses in
a huge bonfire
– the villagers
sang as they
burned”

ichele Westmorland
holds her camera
steady, looks through
her lens, and focuses on her
model. Siaka Heni, a Motuan
man from the village of Elevala,
outside Port Moresby, poses for
her, adorned in the colours and
decorations of his forefathers
and cradling a kundu (traditional
drum) in his lap. Most dominant
is his spectacular headdress,
which he has crafted himself
using feathers collected over
many years and which extends
in an arc about 1m from the top
of his head. But what is most
impressive here are the six
raggiana birds of paradise, their
distinctive orange-red plumage
giving this glorious crown its
rare and precious crown jewels.
The look of pride on Siaka’s
face cannot be missed as
Michele clicks away. It’s as if
they both are no longer in this
century but have travelled back
to 1929 when a similar model
session was under way in a
similar spot. Back then it was
Ahuia from Poreporena village

Headhunt
REVISITED

Almost 100 years ago, daring American
Caroline Mytinger came to PNG to paint
portraits of the people despite warnings she
would encounter “ruthless headhunters”.
The art she created tells a different story,
and is the basis of a compelling new
documentary
Words: Mary Tao
Photos: Michele Westmorland
Paintings: Caroline Mytinger (courtesy of the Phoebe
A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology, California)

Heera, a 1920s painting by
Caroline Mytinger of
Motuan man Ahuia

Michele Westmorland’s photo
of Siaka Heni, which involved
recreating the bird-of-paradise
headdress of the original Heera
painting (left)
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Documentary-maker Michele
Westmorland retraces the steps of
1920s painter Caroline Mytinger in
the Tufi area, Oro Province

who was sitting on the ground
wearing a similarly grand
headdress. But Ahuia poses
not for a photographer but for
little-known American portrait
painter Caroline Mytinger. The

result is Caroline’s artwork
Heera, which means “personal
decorations” and, according to
her diaries, was described by
Ahuia as “something of long
time before”. He also told her

With his new work, Through Siaka’s Eyes, PNG artist Jeffry Feeger
(right) unites the stories of present-day photographer Michele
Westmorland (second from left) and 1920s painter Caroline
Mytinger. Also pictured is US Ambassador to PNG Catherine
Ebert-Gray (left) and Jeffry’s manager Rae Smart
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The young girl (above left) who Michele found at Tawali, Milne
Bay, was “a perfect match” she says for Caroline’s charcoal sketch
titled Little Banana (above right) of a girl on Samarai Island, Milne
Bay, circa 1928, who was also photographed (below)

of how the missionaries had
ordered villagers to destroy all
headdresses in a huge bonfire a
few years before her visit. “They
(the villagers) sang as they
burned,” he said.
Fast-forward to 2011, and skilled
Gulf portrait artist Jeffry Feeger
sits down to paint his own
10

piece, Through Siaka’s Eyes,
inspired by both Caroline’s
original painting and Michele’s
photograph – two artists
from different times who have
captured the essence of Motuan
men from their own expeditions
to PNG. These elements, as
well as Jeffry’s perspective as

a contemporary PNG artist,
are brought together in the
new 75-minute documentary
Headhunt Revisited: With Brush,
Canvas and Camera, which
had its world premiere in Port
Moresby’s Paradise Cinemas on
May 11.
The film focuses mainly on
Michele, an award-winning
photographer and filmmaker
from Seattle as she retraces
Caroline’s steps almost 100
years later, and is narrated by
former top fashion modelturned environmental activist
Lauren Hutton. As well as
footage from Michele’s 2005
expedition to PNG and the
Solomon Islands, the film
includes Jeffry’s current-day
interpretation of some of
Caroline’s paintings.
Headhunt Revisited shows the
importance of art – how it can
capture evolving traditions
and cultures, and how crucial
the role of artists can be in
recording history, especially in
societies such as Papua New
Guinea’s where such history
is mainly passed down orally
through the telling of stories.
This is no “typical” tourist
documentary with a foreigner
extolling the wonders of our
land and its people. It is a
babushka doll of a story – a
story within a story, within
another story. It is a visual
intertwining of three artists,
each with their own unique
voice, and showing through
brush, canvas and camera the
essence of Melanesian people
across time.
Michele’s photo of Siaka in his
bird-of-paradise headdress
was taken at the end of her
2005 expedition and four
years after she embarked on
her filmmaking journey. As
a specialist in underwater
photography, Michele has
made 34 visits to PNG over
the past 20 years, primarily to
photograph and write about
its teeming ocean life. But in
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“While travelling
in the Fly River,
the pair ran into
male explorers
who had assumed
that they were
the first to delve
into that remote
territory. Imagine
their surprise to
find two very petite
young women from
America had beaten
them to it! ”
2001, after reading Caroline’s
books, Headhunting in the
Solomon Islands and New
Guinea Headhunt, she became
captivated by this largely
forgotten painter’s encounters
with Melanesian people during
her adventure-filled (and
sometimes dangerous) odyssey
with her travelling companion
Margaret Warner from 1926 to
1930. “I just became obsessed
with the idea of learning more
about this woman,” Michele
explains, “and it took me many
years to find out who she was
and what her motivation was for
this journey.”
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Clockwise from above left: Caroline Mytinger; Caroline (on left)
and Margaret Warner in the Solomon Islands; The Papuan Chief,
one of the vessels the women used for travel along PNG’s coast
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“Melanesia at the
time was portrayed
by Europeans as
being populated
by ruthless
headhunters”

Caroline Mytinger’s charcoal
sketch of different facial
structures of PNG men

Tauparaupi, Caroline Mytinger’s
painting of a great warrior in
the Fly River Territory

It may seem odd that two
young women dared to venture
into ‘primitive’ Melanesia in this
early part of the 20th century –
a time when it was portrayed by
Europeans as being populated
by ruthless headhunters. But
while Caroline appears to have
been determined to work past
the stereotypes, the trip was no
picnic. In her diaries, Caroline
recounted events ranging from
rough seas where they could
have drowned, to a storm
almost washing away all her
art supplies, and a volcanic
eruption threatening to destroy
her paintings – not to mention
run-ins with hostile locals not
willing to accept the presence
of two white interlopers.
She also describes having
to snip off blood-engorged
mosquitoes with scissors, and
having cockroaches “the size
of hummingbirds” chewing on
their toes. While travelling in the
Fly River, the pair ran into male
explorers who had assumed that
they were the first to delve into
that remote territory. Imagine
their surprise to find two very
petite young women from
America had beaten them to it!
“When you see photos of

Caroline, through to the time of
her death, she was very elegantlooking,” Michele says. “So
people assumed she was very
rich and came from a rich family
and that’s what allowed them
to come here. But that’s not
true. She and Margaret didn’t
have two dimes. They were just
students from Cleveland (Ohio).”
It probably helped that this was
the Roaring Twenties, the era of
the ‘New Woman’ in America.
Think young ‘rebellious’ flappers
– the embodiment of the
modern free-spirited woman
in short dresses that flapped
as they walked, and elegantly
smoking cigarettes in cigarette
holders. But there was more to
the women of that time – they
wanted to be independent
and to venture out on their
own (it also helped that they
now had the right to vote!) –
and Caroline, despite being a
newlywed, and Margaret, were
hungry to create their own
story. Most importantly, Caroline
wanted to capture the ancient
traditions in Melanesia before
they were engulfed by western
ways.
The result was 25 oil paintings
that enjoyed a brief exhibition
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in the 1930s at New York’s
American Museum of Natural
History, plus more than 40
sketches, a collection of black
and white photos, a handful of
scrapbooks and her two books
published in the 1940s. As the
first woman and one of the
only artists to produce colour
interpretations of the Melanesian
culture at this time, the works
should have made Caroline a
household name. But the timing
was off. The US was in the grip
of the Great Depression (19291939) when people could no
longer afford luxuries such as
art gallery visits, so Caroline’s
paintings were packed in crates
and put in storage – and that’s
where they would have stayed
buried and their story untold if
not for Michele’s intervention.
Michele recalls her search for
clues to Caroline’s life as “almost
like a detective story” because it
required a lot of digging to even
find out where her paintings
were. “I wanted to bring her
out of the dark – because we
have too few women who
have been celebrated for their
accomplishments,” she says.
Knowing she did not have a
project unless she found the
original paintings, Michele
describes her emotion when
she saw the first one, Iomai –
which depicts a man paddling
an outrigger canoe off Panasesa
Island, southeast of Alotau, circa
1928 – as it was pulled from its
crate at the Phoebe A. Hearst
Museum of Anthropology in
California. For 70 years this
painting, which is quite large at
1m wide, had been out of the
public eye. “The photographs
VOLUME 9 SEPTEMBER 2017
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“When you see the
painting in person
and you see the
reflection of the
water on Iomai’s
skin, hues that
Caroline painted,
we were just
awestruck!”

Iomai (above), Caroline Mytinger’s painting of a man paddling
his canoe off Panasesa Island, southeast of Alotau, Milne Bay,
circa 1928, and (below) her photo of the subject and his friends
surveying the work in progress on the island

of the paintings work well,
but when you see it in person
and you see the reflection of
the water on his (the subject
Iomai’s) skin, hues that
Caroline painted, we were just
awestruck!” Michele says.
With Michele was her
research partner Karen Huntt,
who became her travelling
companion during her
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expedition. “We stood there
with tears in our eyes,” she says.
“For two women to come this
far and come home with works
of art that were that significant,
it was like – how did they do it?
It was just mind-boggling. The
idea at that time was sealed to
retrace her footsteps.”
The late Dick Doyle, an avid
historian then based on the Witu

Islands of West New Britain,
helped with this mammoth task
by mapping a safe expedition
route for Michele and her
small film crew, who followed
a reverse route to Caroline by
starting in Rabaul, then going to
the Solomons.
Dick’s help enabled the crew
to condense what had been a
four-year expedition for Caroline
into two-and-a-half months
for Michele. “We kind of did
it in reverse, mainly because
of weather conditions – our
logistics. But we did manage to
make it to quite a few locations
where Caroline had painted,”
she says. Caroline and Margaret
travelled by steamship from
the US to New Zealand and
Australia, then to the Solomons
aboard copra boats and supply
vessels, taking two years just to
reach the Pacific. “We had air
conditioning – Caroline did not!”
exclaims Michele, describing
the liveaboard MV FeBrina they
chartered out of Walindi Resort,
Kimbe, as “the perfect vessel” in
terms of home comforts as well
as keeping their equipment fully
charged for filming.
From Rabaul, Michele’s team
crossed over to the Solomon
Islands, then worked their way
along the PNG coastline of
Milne Bay, Central, Gulf and Oro
provinces, before ending the
journey in Port Moresby. It was
here Michele photographed
Siaka and met local artist Jeffry
for the first time. Of her own
sea journey, she says she fared
better than some of her crew.
“I had people on the boat who
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weren’t doing well in the rough
conditions [Laughs]. I don’t get
seasick. That’s why I was the
one cleaning up the mess in the
FeBrina and everyone else was
below. It was to show that it
doesn’t matter what the times –
there are challenges. Nothing is
guaranteed to go perfectly.”
Although PNG and the
Solomons have been exposed
to European influences since
the late 1800s, there is still
suspicion, and curiosity,
whenever foreigners visit
remote villages. To create good
relationships Michele sent a local
intermediary to go ahead to
introduce the crew and explain
why they were there. In the
Solomons, Michele’s “man on
the ground” was well-known
dive operator Danny Kennedy,
and in PNG, she engaged
Wewak anthropologist Dr
Andrew Moutu. “We always
made sure we were respectful,”
she says. “We had supplies,

gifts, rice. I depended on Dickie
(Dick Doyle), Andrew, the crew
on the FeBrina, because I was
still in my infancy. What I have
learned about this area, even
after 34 times of being here
and all the years, it’s still just
miniscule. So I rely on people
to help teach me, and when
they tell me to back off, that’s
what I do. It’s really important,
especially when you have
someone with this colour hair
[She is blonde]. I scared way too
many babies!”
Most important for Michele,
and no doubt too for amateur
anthropologist Caroline so
many years before, was
connecting with the people.
“I can only read what Caroline
wrote in her books and get
her interpretation… but I
think it’s the prints of her
paintings that opened up the
doors to conversation for my
experience,” she says. These
interactions resulted in intimate

conversations with young
people as well as elders about
change, adaptation, religion,
culture, nature, and connections
to the past.
Most exciting of all – and the
highlight of the documentary
– was when Michele was able
to reunite with descendants of
model subjects from Caroline’s
paintings. “All four of the
paintings that we discovered
descendants to, those were
very, very touching times,” she
says. “That was the proof of the
value of artwork and having
these paintings.”
It was in the Marovo Lagoon
area of the Solomon Islands
that Michele first discovered
descendants. Caroline’s painting,
Marovo Lagoon Family, features
a young man, Maika, and his
parents. Michele’s team found
two of Maika’s sons, Terry and
Ujiah, who were quite emotional
when they saw the painting of
their father as a young man.
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Daisy with a print of her great
great grandfather Tak, painted
in Yela Fisherman
Michele hadn’t expected to find
any relatives, especially with no
written history from that time,
but after that first breakthrough
she began to realise that the
names were very connected.
“They all know the families and
they all know information.”
This is evidenced by how she
found her next descendant. The
crew was on one of the islands
of Milne Bay and had been
showing a print of Caroline’s
painting Yela Fisherman (Yela
is now known as Rossel Island)
to some locals. “They were all
standing around, the whole
group, looking at the photos
and going, ‘Oh that’s Tak, his
great great granddaughter is
over on the next island. We’ll get
that set up,” recalls Michele. Just
like that, she was able to meet
Daisy, who was shyly delighted
to see a print of her ancestor’s
painting.
Jeffry’s manager Rae Smart,
who was the Australian coproducer of the film, says the
images in Caroline’s works still
reflect images current today.
“You would think that would’ve
been taken yesterday if it was a
16

Above: For the Dance, Caroline Mytinger’s painting of a young
Hanuabada woman preparing for a sing-sing, helped by the
sorceress, Kori Toboro (right). Below: Kori’s grandson Oala Mase
Ikan and his wife after they were shown the print for the first time

photograph,” Rae says, referring
to Yela Fisherman. “It means
that there is a continuation of
the attitude, culture. But the
strength of the personality is still
as alive today as it was then.”
Michele’s final reunion – and
one of her most memorable –
was with Oala Mase Ikan, the
grandson of a sorceress by the
name of Kori Toboro depicted
applying body decorations to
a young Hanuabada woman
as she prepares for a sing-sing

“He looked up with
tears in his eyes and
said his grandmother
had told him a white
woman had once
painted her likeness”
in Caroline’s painting For the
Dance. Michele says she was
able to learn that Kori was a
powerful woman in her village
who called for rain with her
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Top Town Friends, Jeffry
Feeger’s modern take on
Caroline’s work Sarli & Wife,
featuring a couple in Alotau
who run a guesthouse. The man
originates from Samarai Island
where Caroline’s painting was
done in 1929

Sarli & Wife, Caroline Mytinger’s painting of a young policeman
and his wife, who both died shortly after this portrait was done,
on Samurai Island, Milne Bay

Caroline Mytinger creating her beautiful portrait, Sarli & Wife
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magic spells, made offerings
so the gardens would yield
vegetables aplenty, and, as a
midwife, delivered babies into
the world. But it was Oala’s
reaction when he first saw
Caroline’s painting that stays
with her. He looked up with
tears in his eyes and said his
grandmother had told him a
white woman had once painted
her likeness. “He said he’s been
praying for years that someone
would come tell him this story,”
Michele says.
Although Michele found some
things unchanged, many of
the traditions practised during
Caroline’s time have now
vanished. In Aloalo village in
Milne Bay, a print of Caroline’s
painting Sarli & Wife attracted
interest because of the wife’s
distinctive tattoos. “As we were
sitting there, one of the men
behind me says, ‘My mother has
those tattoos’. And we went,
‘This is where she was from!’. So
we had a pattern now, we knew
where Sarli’s beautiful young
wife came from. Tattooing is
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no longer practised on women
in this area so without the
recognition of those markings,
this rediscovery would not have
happened.” Although the tattoo
connection did not lead Michele
to any direct descendants of
Sarli or his wife, it did lead her
to Noevea Salagomgom, who
was born before WWII and had
the same distinctive tattoos.
“As I comb through hundreds
of images of special places and
people (taken during the 2005
expedition), I’m always stunned
by this woman,” Michele says.
“Is she still alive? Did her
knowledge get passed on to the
younger people of her clan?”
In Milne Bay the crew also
investigated other traditional
body art practices recorded in
Caroline’s paintings, but sadly
no longer in use, including
rows of shells in elaborate ear
piercings, and live butterflies as
a hair decoration. In Caroline’s
painting Flash (or Wedau Boy)
Michele says “entomologists
have been going crazy about it
because it shows proof of using
live butterflies as body décor”,
explaining that the thick texture
of fuzzy hair was the perfect
foil to trap a butterfly’s sticky
pollen-soaked legs.
The story of Siaka Heni, Elevala’s
master headdress-maker, is
also fascinating. Although
unrelated to the original subject
Ahuia, Siaka took his task of
replicating the Heera painting
headdress so seriously that he
spent two months preparing it
in the traditional ways, including
adopting a personal regime
of fasting, and abstaining
from sex. He proudly wore it
to a reception hosted by the
US Embassy in Port Moresby
in 2005 – where Michele
photographed him – after which
it was donated to the National
Museum and Art Gallery by the
film project.
Of the original subject Ahuia,
Michele says he was from
Poreporena in Port Moresby and
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Noevea Salagomgom, one of the last living
women to have these body tattoos (like Sarli’s
wife), photographed by Michele Westmorland
on expedition in the Mullins Harbour area,
Milne Bay in 2005
a member of the constabulary
– “a very honorable man”.
Caroline painted him in
Hanuabada, not far from
where she and Margaret had a
little place on the side of a hill
that she used as a studio and
endearingly called the “viper
villa” because of all the snakes
and spiders they found there.
Jeffry Feeger, who also painted
Siaka for his piece, Through
Siaka’s Eyes, came to know him
during the process and marvels
at the respect and confidence
he showed towards creating
his headdress. “When he was

“As we were sitting
there, one of the
men behind me
says, ‘My mother has
those tattoos’”
putting it together he was
following a fasting ritual, also
singing while he was working.
He described it as ‘not many
people have the talent, I have
the talent, and this is what I
do’. He said if he didn’t follow
the fasting and the rituals then
the feathers would not stay
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“Entomologists have
been going crazy
about it because it
shows proof of using
live butterflies as
body décor”

Flash (or Wedau Boy), Caroline Mytinger’s painting of a Wedau
village boy in the Milne Bay area with a live butterfly in his hair
and shell ear piercings for decoration

The late grandson of Ahuia, Desmond Oala Mase, and the great
granddaughter Gertrude Aimari, were excited to add to the stories
of Ahuia. Pictured with filmmaker Michele Westmorland (centre)
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together… it’s the same way for
painters, and I’ve been painting
professionally for almost 15
years now, I’ve come to learn
how important the value of
process is to create an authentic
piece of art.”
Like Caroline, Michele has hit
hard economic times in trying
to bring her film to public
attention. “The Great Recession
hit in 2008 and there was no
money for funding of film. Just
like Caroline had to put the
paintings away during the Great
Depression, I had to put the
project away.”
However, in 2011, it was during
this lull that she met Jeffry, who
has added a pair of fresh eyes
and a Melanesian perspective
to Caroline’s paintings. “He is
absolutely integral because he is

Ahuia at the time Caroline
Mytinger painted his portrait
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Jeffry Feeger (left) and Siaka Heni discuss the power and value of
art
the voice of a Melanesian artist,”
she explains. “He was the right
person, with the right talent to
continue the story of art and
how important it is.”
In the film, Jeffry says that PNG
“is more than painted faces
and tradition”, describing how

his art endeavours to recreate
Caroline’s paintings but with a
modern-day feel.
Michele believes the culture and
traditions of Melanesia are not
disappearing, rather they are
changing – just like any western
society’s systems and ways of

Master headdress-maker Siaka
Heni of Elevala village
life have over time. “The big
lesson I learned from this is it’s
not a dying culture. It’s alive and
well.”
It is Michele’s hope that
Headhunt Revisited will
inspire the Phoebe A. Hearst
Museum in California to remove
Caroline’s paintings from those
crates and to put them on
tour again. In the meantime,
her team is seeking to have
the documentary screened at
various film festivals before
producing a DVD. Prints
of Caroline’s paintings are
also available for sale, with
proceeds going back into the
film project. You can find out
more information at www.
headhuntrevisited.org/

PNG Air flies from
Port Moresby to
Alotau daily and three times
a week to Tufi
For bookings:
Call + 675 72222151
Jeffry Feeger ties all elements of the project together with his
self-portrait Through Siaka’s Eyes
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